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PIKEMERE SCHOOL 

Minutes of the Full Board of Governors 

20th July 2016  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

MINUTES – PART ONE 

Attendees 

Mrs. S L Gohr (Head) LG  Mrs. C Richards (Vice) CR Mrs. J Uittermark JU  

Mrs. L Smith LS   Mrs. E Martindale EM (Chair) Mr. D Maxted DM   

Mr. P Smith PS   Mrs. R Zartarian RZ  Mrs A Kowalska (Clerk) AK  

The meeting commenced at 5.10pm 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Mr. B Cox BC  
  

2. CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

BC is a Headteacher at The Dingle 
AK is a Governor at St Thomas More 
PS is related to a Staff member 
LS is related to a Governor 

 
3.    ACADEMY 

The Governors discussed the joint Governor meeting held between four schools in June.  Those that 
attended felt it to be very successful and asked that future meetings with a central focus were 
organised again possibly through the Alsager Community Trust.  
           Action LG 
 
Challenges from the Governors relating to the meeting topic of academy were around:- 
- Are all Governing Boards as well informed as Pikemere? 

- Some schools being very in favour of academy but then seemed surprised by the questions 

raised at the meeting. 

- The total understanding of equal power sharing 

 
LG provided an insight into the direction that further conversations had taken since the meeting and 
raised a few concerns, particularly around the financial model, the vision and the growth plan.  LG 
advised that she was still in favour of academy and that she still wanted to pursue the High School 
Primary model but at the same time continue talking to other specialists about different models. LG 
advised that further information had been sort from the existing MAT but she was still waiting for a 
response. 
 
All agreed that the process taken had been very beneficial and that although initially the preference 
had been to look at a Secondary/Primary model it may be more pertinent for our school at this time 
to review the Primary/Primary options with a review to joining the two MATS together at a later 
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stage.  The Governors were keen to continue to develop the strong relationships with other local 
Primaries. 
 
LG explained concerns around Due Diligence.  The Governors supported these concerns.  PS 
confirmed that he understood the stance of the existing MAT but didn’t necessarily agree with it. 
 
Questions were asked about what the existing MAT can offer Pikemere and what the Primaries could 
do if the High School got into difficulties?  What expertise did the primaries have to bail them out? 
This was based mainly around accountability and what would happen in a crisis. 
 
CR raised concerns about the answer provided at the joint meeting around a sponsored school, 
which had been very finance driven. 
 
It was agreed that eventually the Governors needed to make a decision on two questions although 
not necessarily immediately. 

1. Are the Governors still in favour of becoming an academy? 

2. Which model do the Governors want to follow? 

 
It was agreed that more investigation needed to be completed before question 2 was answered. 
LG was asked to investigate options away from the Secondary/Primary model whilst continuing talks 
with the existing MAT. 
 
The Governors agreed with LG that going into a Primary MAT with just two schools would be viable 
but it would need to grow. 
 
The Governors raised concerns and requested more information about the Sponsored side of a MAT 
and the implications this may have. 
           Action LG 
 
The following resolution was passed unanimously through a vote. 
 
“Governors proposed the resolution that the Governing Board will apply to the Secretary of State 
for an academy order so that Pikemere School can become an academy.  At this stage 
confirmation as to whether to join a pre-existing MAT or form a new MAT has not been agreed.” 
 
 
The Governors continued discussions on actions required. 
 
- The information requests already made via the Primary Heads need answering to the Governors 

satisfaction. 

- LG to investigate a Primary model with a local school with a view to possibly bringing other local 

schools on board at a later date. 

- LG to gain the permission of ACT to convert in September. 

- LG to negotiate on the basis of equal partnership only 

- LG to pursue the growth plan with the exiting MAT. 

 
The Governors did not approve of the existing members of the MAT moving over in the initial stages 

of the conversion. 
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The Governors agreed that academy status would be part of the School Improvement Group agenda.  
A date for the first meeting in the Autumn term should be around the beginning of October. The 
Governors were keen to leave the Full Governing Board meetings to concentrate on the 
management of Pikemere School and not lose this focus. 
           Action AK 
- Any Other Business 

LG advised the Governors that she was very proud of the SATS results this year advising Governors  
that the children had performed well in all subjects particularly Maths which was 93%.  Grammar 
was 83%, Writing was 70% and Reading was 77%.   
 
EM thanked all the staff on behalf of the Governing Board for all their hard work and commitment. 
 

Part One of the meeting concluded at 5.50pm. 

 

 

Actions Required Responsibility 

Organise annual joint Governor event LG 

To continue negotiations as agreed in the minutes LG 

Investigate Sponsored elements of MAT LG 

Set diary dates for 2016/17 meetings AK 

 
Chair of the Governing Board 


